Introduction
Lower limb pain is very common in athletes, in articular leg pain accounts about 13% of all cases. It is very common in runners, but also in long distance walkers, jumpers and sports involving cutting movements [1]. Lower limb pain in athletes can be related with many different pathologies that must be differentiated.

Exertional compartment syndrome (CECS)
Chronic exertional compartment syndrome (CECS) is commonly overlooked as a cause of muscle pain. Studies of the etiology of chronic anterior leg pain indicate that CECS is the causative factor in 27% of cases [2,3]. The pathophysiology of CECS is related to a marked increase in tissue pressure within the confinement of a closed fascial space during exercise. Muscle volume can increase up to 20% of its resting size during exercise. Increased muscle volume causes an increase in the internal pressure within the fascial compartment [4,5]. The prevailing theory is that during progressive muscle activity rising intracompartmental pressures cause impaired muscle tissue perfusion [6,7]. Deoxygenation of muscle results in increased cell permeability, causing a shift of fluid into the interstitial space. Compromise of the microcirculation leads to ischemia and ultimately results in pain. There have been several theories refuting the ischemia theory [3,7] leading to theorization that pain is not from a lack of perfusion in the affected compartments, but rather from a disproportionate oxygen supply versus demand [5,8,9]. The actual incidence of the disease is not clear due to a mean 22 months delay in diagnosis, but is has the same frequency in
males and females. The mean age at diagnosis is about 20. In 95% of the cases the anterior and lateral compartments of the leg are involved (Fig. 1), with few cases presenting in the other compartments of the leg, the tight and the forearm. Anabolic steroids, creatine use, eccentric exercises, poor running biomechanics, overpronation of the foot can increase the risk of CECS [10]. Obtaining the history of compartment syndrome is very important because the physical exam is often unrevealing. A classic history is development of pain in a compartment of the leg at the same time, distance, or intensity of exercise. The pain increases in intensity as the patient continues exercising and resolves after a period of rest. Pain is bilateral in 70-80% of the cases. Other symptoms include numbness and tingling in the dermatomal distribution of the nerve running through the compartment or weakness of the affected muscle [10]:
1. Weakness of dorsiflexion–anterior compartment
2. Weakness of eversion–lateral compartment
3. Weakness on plantar flexion–posterior compartment

A definitive diagnosis of CECS can be done only measuring pressure in the affected compartments. A patient should perform the offending exercise until severe symptoms occur. They are then rested for 5 min and compartment pressures are taken. A resting pressure ≥15 mmHg and 5 min post-exercise pressures greater than 20 mmHg are diagnostic of compartment syndrome. Joint position of the ankle and knee should be standardized during the test because it can affect intracompartment pressures [4,5,8,10].
Conservative treatments include rest, discontinuing the activity that elicits symptoms or decreasing the intensity of training, icing, oral NSAIDs, arch support orthotics, stretching, deep tissue massage, ultrasound. Optimizing shoewear, running surfaces and running mechanics are other important factors [10]. The only definitive treatment of CECS is fasciotomy of the involved compartments [11]. Fasciotomy can be performed open, mini-open or endoscopic according to surgeon’s and patient’s features (Fig. 2). The reported success is 80% in the anterior and lateral compartments, 50% in the deep posterior compartment. Release of the superficial peroneal nerve should be done only if needed. After surgery a soft bandage is applied for 2-3 days and patients are encouraged to start range of motion immediately to avoid excessive scarring. The athlete can return to full activity in 6–8 weeks if they are symptom free and have recovered full strength and flexibility [10].
**Medial tibial stress syndrome**

This condition is characterized by bilateral leg pain that increases when the patient exercises. Tenderness on palpation of the medial border of the tibia is present even after a long period of resting (i.e. 30 days). It is thought to be an overuse syndrome due to repetitive traction of the flexor muscles on the medial border of the tibia. Diagnosis is mainly clinical, imaging studies show specific features of this disease with an hyperintensity on MRI sequences or definite uptake on late sequences on bone scan [12].

Conservative treatment includes resting, icing, NSAIDs, low impact sports (such as biking or running in water) and inserts in the shoes [13]. Surgical treatment consists of the release of the flexor muscles from the medial border of the tibia. Results after surgery are good or excellent in about 70% of the cases, with about 40% of the patients returning to their pre-injury level [14]. Complications are frequent and include (but are not limited to) hematoma, localized parenthesis, numbness and stress fractures [14-16].

**Non-insertional Achilles tendinopathy**

During running the Achilles tendon sustains a tension greater than 12 time the weight of the athlete [17,18]. For lengthening greater than 4% microscopic ruptures may be observed, macroscopic ruptures develop for lengthening greater than 8% [19].

Many risks factors are thought to play a role in this condition, such as hypovascularity, genetics, endocrine and metabolic disorders, but also overuse, poor stretching, poor running technique, inadequate shoes, running on hard surfaces or pronation of the foot [20].

Conservative treatment includes resting, NSAIDs, eccentric exercises, heel lifts and insoles that limit pronation of the foot [12]. Eccentric exercises are the only treatment that was demonstrated to be significantly effective in randomized controlled trials [21]. Surgical treatment includes longitudinal incision of the tendon and resection of the degenerated tissue [22] (Fig. 3)

In case a large gap is left in the tendon at the end of surgery, augmentation with flexor hallucis tendon longus tendon may be performed [23]. Success of surgical treatment has been reported in 70-85% of the cases, with a complication rate of 11% (mainly related to skin problems) [24]. Percutaneous scarifications have also been described [25].
**Stress fractures**

Tibial shaft accounts for about 50% of all stress fractures in athletes. They are mainly located in the postero-medial region (compression side) and are considered at low risk of non-union.

Some fractures are located in high-risk area such as anterior cortex of the tibial shaft (tension side), medial malleolus, neck of the femur (tension side), navicular, base of the fifth metatarsal [12].

Imaging studies are very useful in the diagnosis of stress fractures. RMI sequences show cortical thickening, periosteal reaction and the fracture itself (Fig. 4). Bone scan shows trifasic focal uptake [12]. Conservative treatment includes resting for 4-8 weeks, shock wave therapy and pulsed magnetic fields. Good results have been reported after conservative treatment of low-risk tibial shaft fractures and fibular stress fractures [12]. Surgical treatment should always be considered after failed conservative treatment. Intramedullary nailing is the gold standard in the treatment of stress fractures [26]. Alternatively, drilling and bone grafting may be considered [27]. Surgical treatment does not guarantee healing of the fracture, and it can be related to post-operative complications, such as infection, pain in the entry point of the intramedullary nail or extension of the fracture) [28].

**Gastrocnemius strain/rupture (tennis leg)**

Gastrocnemius strains and ruptures account for about 3.6% of all soccer injuries [29]. The medial head of the gastrocnemius in involved in the majority of the cases [30].

Injury to medial head of the gastrocnemius is caused by sudden dorsiflexion of a plantar flexed foot with the knee in extension or sudden extension of the knee with the ankle dorsiflexed [31] and it has a predilection for the poorly conditioned, middle-aged athlete with “thick calves” who is engaged in strenuous activity [32] (Fig. 5). Non-operative treatment includes rest, icing, analgesics and casting/splinting depending on the extent of the injury [31]. Compression of the limb decreases hematoma size and facilitates healing [12]. Operative treatment is controversial, but acute repair may be indicated acutely in selected patients unable to maintain full body weight on the metatarsal heads with the ankle in maximal plantar flexion and/or a palpable defect [31].
Hemolysis
Exercise-induced hemolysis has been reported for more than 50 years [33]. In particular, distance running has been associated with significant destruction of red blood cells (RBC) with RBC turnover being substantially higher in runners compared with untrained controls [34]. It is common especially in long distance running, but also in biking, swimming, weight lifting and rowing. Many factors have been thought to play a role in the etiology of this condition, but mechanical stress during foot strike is considered the most important [35], other factors include oxidative stress and compression of large muscle groups on capillaries may accelerate hemolysis of older RBC [36].

Rabdomiolysis
Damage of skeletal muscle cells, rhabdomyolysis following prolonged physical exercise was described several decades ago, based upon detection of myoglobin in urine [37,38], but also creatinkinase and other muscular enzymes [39]. The mechanisms of the membrane damage are not fully understood, but mechanical factors such as crush injuries and microruptures have been thought to play a role. In more recent studies other factors have been proposed to contribute significantly to the cell membrane damages accompanying endurance exercise [40]. Moreover, increased oxidative stress and decreased antioxidant protection have been presumed to play a role [41-44]. A recent study [45] reported that supplementation with moderate doses of selenium, vitamin E and zinc did not protect significantly against membrane damage and previous studies have been inconclusive as to the ability of antioxidant preparations to protect against exercise-induced oxidative stress [46,47]. Studies suggested a protective role of the glutathione peroxidase against oxidative stress during prolonged physical activity and proposed an integration of this enzyme.

Conclusion/ clinical recommendations
1) There is little evidence for the effectiveness of stretching and/or conditioning for the prevention of lower limb soft injuries
2) Heavy load eccentric exercise is recommended for chronic Achilles tendinopathy.
3) Fibular and low-risk tibial stress fractures often respond to a period of rest (4-8 weeks)
4) Operative interventions are recommended for chronic exertional compartment syndrome (fasciotomy)

**Figure 1.** Cross section representation of the leg showing anatomical relationships between neuro-vascular structures within each compartment (A), and the muscles included in each compartment (B).

**Figure 2.** Surgical picture showing open release of the anterior and lateral compartments of the right leg in a case of recurrent fasciotomies for chronic exertional compartment syndrome. Note that the superficial peroneal nerve has been completely released, as it exits from the fascia. This is very important in revision cases.
Figure 3. Surgical picture of the right ankle showing the Achilles tendon that has been incised longitudinally, tendon fibers have been split and degenerated tissue removed.

Figure 4. Axial T1-weighted MRI of the leg showing periostel reaction and cortical thickening of the tibial shaft. These features are consistent with tibial stress fractures.

Figure 5A. Posterior view of the left leg of a 41-year old man showing swelling and ecchymosis of the posterior calf.

Figure 5B. Posterior view of the legs of a 38-year old man with a 2-year history of rupture of the medial head of the right gastrocnemius of the right leg at the musculo-tendinous junction. Note the atrophy of the muscles of the posterior compartment of the leg.
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